INSTRUCTIONS FOR S100A2 WIRE MANAGER

The S100A2 wire manager snaps onto the legs of any S110® or S210® wiring block assembly with legs. One S100A2 is designed to be used with each 100- or 64-pair leg (2 for 200- or 128-pair, 3 for 300- or 192-pair) to allow for access to the wires. However, if desired, the S100A2 can be placed side by side.

STEP 1

Hold the S100A2 wire manager at the base. Align the latching features against the legs of the S110 or S210 block and push the wire manager toward the legs until snapped into place.

STEP 2

Cross-connect wire can be easily routed inside the S100A2 wire manager by depressing wire in around the latching features as shown.

STEP 3

To remove the S100A2 wire manager, insert a small flathead screwdriver from the top in the slot next to each latch as shown. Twist the screwdriver and pull the wire manager away from the S110 or S210 legs.